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Purpose and Board of Review

The City and the people of Holly Springs, Mississippi, have developed this
Architectural Guidelines handbook. The primary goal is to improve the quality of the
visual environment. The guidelines seek to protect the high quality fabric of the city.
In addition, they are intended to act as a tool for owners, architects; designers,
developers, and contractors to maintain a similar high quality in Holly Springs'
planned growth.

An Architectural Review Board currently presides over applications for alteraiions in the
Historic District(s). The Review Board is established by local ordinance adopted in
1997 as an addendum to the 1970 Comprehensive Plan for the City of Holly Springs.
Appendix "C" - Historic Ordinance - to said 1997 addendum to the 1970
Comprehensive Plan establishes the City of Holly Springs Preservation Commission
pursuant to Sec. 39-13-5 of the Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended. Section Vlll of
the Historic Ordinance sets forth the criteria for issuance of Certificates of
Appropriateness.

The guidelines focus on what is special about Holly Springs. The handbook has been
divided into sections that respond to the component parts which make up the built
environmeht. The handbook is not intended to be a menu from which to select a
design. Reference to the past is seen as precedent for future design and it is upon this
premise that ihe guidelines have been written-

It is the intention of the Architectural Guidelines to give objective criteria to the
Architecture Review Board as well as be a user-friendlv set of architectural ouidelines
for the community.

Architectural Guidelines are intended to promote a high quality of physical change in
Holly Springs. The city is fortunate to have many buildings that are fine examples of
the architectural style of their period. Guidelines will help to proteci the existing historic
context. lmplementation of Architectural Guidelines will serve as a base for objective
decision-making and will direct architectural growth and development into the future.
They will help protect the existing architectural character of the city and the value of
properties by preventing incompatible new construction. Rather than stifle design
creativity, the guidelines will serve as a tool for owners and designers in their initial
decision-making.
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Historv and Architectural Fabric of Hollv Springs:

Until the early part of the nineteenth century, the Chickasaw Indians had inhabited the
land upon which Holly Springs was settled. In 1817, the first of a series of land control
maneuvers occurred whereby the Chickasaw people were informed that their nation
was part of the State of Mississippi. By 1832 the land was divided into sections and
given to the Chickasaw people as individuals, not as a nation. This enabled white
settlers to then purchase the land from the Indians, preparing the way for a significant
increase in the white population through migration from the surrounding states and
southern Mississippi. (Baum, Page 2.)

As the town developed in the years before the Civil War, Holly Springs became a
vibrant city with a new courthouse and an educated population which enabled it to
escape much of the lawlessness found in similar developing towns at that time. As
well as a healthy economy based on agriculture, industry flourished in the town and
the fourth largest foundry in the country became established in Holly Springs by 1860.
(Baum, Page 5.) As a result of its economic success, many significant public and
private buildings were built in the town.

Sadly, the events of the Civil War took a toll on the emerging architecture of Holly
Springs, and mani significani public buildings were lost. However, because of a
fortuitous acquaintance between an army general and a member of Holly Springs
society, many ofihe houses that ihe general had been sent to destroy were spared the
torch. (Baum, Page 7.)

The re-construction era that followed the Civil War did not see Holly Springs prosper as
it had in the pre-war years. Funds to replace the public buildings were not forthcoming
from Washington and poor farming practices led to severe soil erosion. Finally, in 1878
an outbreak of Yellow Fever dealt a decisive blow, effectively killing with it the late
nineteenth ceniury development ofthe town. (Pamela Guren, Page 5.) Even so, the
legacy of pre-war affluence remains, with locally produced cast iron omamental details
evident in many of ihe houses. An immensely rich collection of public and private
buildings remains intact.

Architectural styles represented in the many fine examples of buildings still surviving in
the town are Greek Revival, Gothic Revival, ltalianate, Queen Anne and Second
Empire. A more thorough explanaiion of the historic fabric of Holly Springs may be
found in Holly Springs(,) The Architeciure of a Small Town by Jack Baum, and in a
National Regisier of Historic Places Nomination Form written by Ms. Pamela Guren of
that department.
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The Secretarv of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990):

The Secretary of the Interior's Standnrds for Rehabilitation and Guidelines
for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) is a booklet published by the
U.S. Department of the Interior. National Park Service. Preservation Division.
The publication is dedicated to establishing standards for all programs under
Departmental authority and for advising Federal agencies on the preservation of
historic properties listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places. The intent ofthe "Standards" is to assist design professionals and
individuals as ihey seek to preserve historic materials and details.

The booklet addresses both exterior and interior materials ranging from the
district, neighborhood and building site, down to the smallest architectural detail.
Recommendations are made on how to ldentify, Retain, Preserve, Protect,
and Maintain. Significantly, actions that are specifically not recommended are
also discussed.

The Architectural Guidelines for the City of Holly Springs rccognize The
Seqretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) as a supporting document. The
"Secretary's" booklet is available to applicants as they plan their project and
ultimately prepare their submission for a Certificate of Appropriateness.

As fully as possible, the Architectural Guidelines for Holly Springs will be used
to support or deny applications submitted to the Review Board. But where a
subject area is considered thoroughly in The Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (1990), that document (or a subsequent revision formally adopted by
the Review Board) will be referenced also as the determining publication.

The "Secretary's" standards are available upon request to those planning a
restoration or rehabilitation project in a Historic District and ultimately they will
be useful as an application for a Cer'tfficate of Appropriateness is prepared.

A more detailed prefatory note on the "Secretary's" siandards may be found in
Appendix 1, at the end of this document.
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Criteria for issuance of a Certificate of Aopropriateness:

The Review Board shall seek and adhere to the compatibiliiy of structures in a
particular Historic Districi in terms of size, texture, scale and site, and in so doing the
following criteria, in conjunction with the ten points from the Secretary of the lnterior's
"Standards", shall be considered by the Review Board considering applications for a
Certifi cate of Appropriateness.

For new construction:
( 1 )

(2)

All new construction shall be visually compatible with the
buildings and environment with which they are related.
The design, scale, gross volume, arrangement, site plan, texture,
material and exterior architectural features of new construction
shall be in harmony with its surroundings and shall not impair the
overall character of the neighborhood.
No one architectural style shall be imposed.
Quality and excellence in design should be major determinants.

(3)
(4)

B, For exterior alterations:
(1) All exterior alterations to a building shall be compatible with the' 

building itself and other buildings with which it is related, as
provided in A(2) above and in applying these standards the
original design of the building may be considered.

(2) Exierior alterations shall not affect the architectural character or
historic quality of the building.

For signs:
(1) The scale and design of any sign should be compatible with the

buildings and environment with which ii is related.
(2) The materials, style, and patterns used in any sign should be

compatible with the buildings and environment with which it is
related.

Routine Repair and Maintenance work considered minor in nature:
(1) It is possible that the most minor repair or mainienance projects

may be carried out to buildings in the Historic Districts without
applying for a Certificate of Appropriateness. However, such
work must be so minor that it is not considered "Rehabilitation".

For the purpose of these Guidelines, Rehabilitation is defined
as... "the process of returning a property to a state of utility,
through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient
contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of

D.
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the property which are significant to its historic, archiiectural, and
cultural values." lf in doubt as to whether a minor project meets
ihis definition, consult the board for a ruling. Even minor work
performed incorectly may do irreparable damage to a valuable
building or part of a building.

The following ten points quoted directly from The Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings
shall also be applied to specific rehabilitation projecis in a reasonable manner, taking
into consideration economic and technical feasibiliiv:

1 . A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new
use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristic of the
building and its site and environment.

The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved.
The removal of historic materials or alteration of features and soaces
that characterize a property shall be avoided.

Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place,
and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development,
such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other
buildings, shall not be undertaken.

Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired
historic significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.

Distinctive features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.

Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.
\Nhere the severity of the deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color,
texiure, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary
physical or pictorial evidence.

Chemical or physical treatments, such as sand blasting, that cause
damage to historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of
structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means
oossible.

Significant archeological resources affected by a p@ect shall be
protected and preserved. lf such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 

16
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New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment-

New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be under
taken in such a manner thai if removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be
unimpaired.

The Process:

A proposal to build in a designated Historic District must first be approved by the
Architectural Review Board in accordance with the criteria set out in the Architectural
Guidelines. The guidelines are available at no charge from Ciiy Hall.

Designs must first be submitted to the Review Board for consideration. In order to be
considered, all written and graphic proposals must be received at the office of Planning
and Zoning for the city of Holly Springs forty-eight (48) hours before the next scheduled
meeting. Meeting schedules are available from City Hall. Details of the process of
scheduling and advertising are covered in Seciion lX of the Historic Ordinance. As an
individual or group considers rehabilitating a building locaied in a designated Historic
District, the following steps must be undertaken.

. A nanative and/or scale drawings shall be submitted in sufficient detail for the
Review Board to be able to understand the full scooe of the work. The followino
documents must accompany each submission:

. A site plan, drawn to an appropriate scale, with north arrow, showing the
exact location and address ofthe place where the work is to take place. The
site plan shall note sei back requirements (if any) and clearly differentiate
between existing buildings and new work.

. Drawing(s) or a narrative (for work of limited scope) describing the full extent
of the work. The conients shall include, bui not necessarily be limited to,
access and egress to and from the site, parking, fagade studies showing
heights, a roof plan, floor plans and cross sections (as necessary), a description
of all existing building materials and notes describing all new materials.

. Support material explaining what actions are proposed (if any) to rehabilitate
existing materials (re-pointing, cleaning of masonry, window rehabilitation,
re-painting, etc.) Paint colors are to be selected from the Historic Paint Colors
on file at City Hall.

10 .
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How to use the Guidelines:

The contents pages at the beginning of the Guidelines are fairly detailed so that those
contemplating a rehabilitation project in a designated Historic District may reference
each component of their project.

The process is simply one of finding which component applies to your project and
following the recommendations of either lhe Guidelines written specifically for The City
of Holly Springs or the more extensive document prepared by the Secretary of the
fnterior. Bookfets entitled The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidclines for Rehabilirating Historic Buildings (1990), are
available at no charge from City Hall. It would be appreciated if the booklet is returned
when the submission is made for a Certificate of Appropriateness.

Combined, the two documents offer information ranging from identifying key architec-
tural styles and their place in history, to the rehabilitation of the smallest detail in a
historic building.

Perhaps most importantly, the same written information offered to those contemplating
rehabifitation projects and applying for a Certificate of Appropriater?ess, is the same
information being used by the Architectural Review Board to assess those applications.
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. Attention is drawn to the sections in this document and the supporting
"Secretary of the Interior's Siandards" document which will aid in the process
of considering appropriate and, significantly, inappropriate rehabilitation
technioues.

. Please remember to enclose the fee with your application. Contact City Hall
for information on current fees.

. Finally, it is recommended that applicants seek the advice of an architectural
historian, architect or similarly qualified professional as they consider
undertaking work to historic buildings, no matter how limited the scope of the
work may be.

Upon consideration by the Architectural Review Board, the proposal will either be
accepted or rejected. In the case of acceptance by the Review Board, a Certificate of
Appropriateness will be issued acknowledging the right to proceed with the work.
Should the proposal be rejected, it must be re-worked in accordance with the
conditions set out in the guidelines. There is no limit to the number of times a proposal
may be re-submitted, but no work may begin until the Board has approved acceptance
and a Certificate issued.

Any person may appeal a decision made by the Review Board. The Process of appeal
is under the conditions which are described in Section Xl of the Historic Ordinance.

A fee of $50.00 must accompany each application lor a Certificate of
Appropriateness. The Review Board shall use monies received from such fees for
filing and all operational costs incurred. See also, "How to use the Guidelines" section
of this document.
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ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES

Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.

This handbook is divided into sections describing the building features which are most
frequently dealt with when existing buildings are aliered. The sections also contain
information relevant to new construction, particularly when considered in the context of
the existing built fabric.

Some sections will outline specific approaches, and in many cases the appropriateness
or acceptability of actual materials will be considered. Materials will be grouped as
either Generally Acceptable or Generally Unacceptable. Specific materials that are
deemed Generally Unacceptable may be considered favorably by the Review Board if
the materials have been used in a way that is sympathetic to the neighborhood or if, in
the opinion of the Review Board, the material has been detailed appropriately and
exceptionally well. Each application to the Review Board will be considered on its own
merits.

Some sections will outline design approaches which, for the purpose of the Guidelines,
are either a Requirement (R) or are to be strongly Encouraged (E). A Requirement
is a design'standard that has the force of an ordinance in Historic Districts where such
an ordinance is the law. As such it must be followed unless a variance is granted by
the Review Board- A designation noted as Encouraged is a guideline for owners to
consider in connection with their proiect.
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Building Exterior.

Masonry: Brick, stone, terra cot'ta, concrete, adohe, stucco and moftar.
Masonry features (such as brick cornices and door pediments, stone window
architraves, terra cotta brackets and railings) as well as masonry surfaces (modeling,
tooling, bonding patterns, joint size and color) may be important in defining the historic
character of the building. lt should be noted that while masonry is among the most
durable of historic building materials, it is also the most susceptible to damage by
improper maintenance or repair techniques and by harsh or abrasive cleaning methods.
Most preservation guidance on masonry thus focuses on such concerns as cleaning
and the process of re-pointing.

See pages 12-15 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) for recommended
rehabilitation of masonry. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications for a
C e rt ifi c at e of App rop riatene s s.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and installing a new masonry feature
such as steps or a door pediment when the historic feature is completely missing: It
may be an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial or physical documentation; or
be a new design that is compatible with the size, scale, material, and color of the
historic building.

Wood: Clapboard, weatherboard, shingles, and other wooden siding and
decorative elemenfs..
Because it can be easily shaped by sawing, planning, carving and gouging, wood is the
most commonly used material for architectural features such as clapboards, cornices,
brackets entablatures, shutters, columns and balustrades. These wooden features -
both functional and decorative - may be important in defining the historic character of
the building and thus their retention, protection, and repair are of particular importance
in rehabilitation projects.

See pages 16-1 8 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) for recommended
rehabilitation of wood. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications for a
C e rtifi c at e of App rop riat ene s s.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and installing a new wood feature
such as a cornice or a doorway when the historic feature is completely missing: lt may
be an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial or physical documentation; or be a
new design that is compatible with the size, scale, material, and color of the historic
bui lding.
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Architectural Metals: Cast 7on, steel, pressed tin, copper, aluminum, and zinc.
Architectural metal features-such as cast-iron facades, porches, and steps; sheet metal
cornices, roofs, roof cresting and siorefronts; and cast or rolled metal doors, window
sash, entablatures, and hardware - are often highly decorative and may be important in
defining the overall historic character ofthe building. Their reiention, protection, and
repair should be a prime consideration in rehabilitation projects.

See pages 19-21 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990)'for recommended
rehabilitation of architectural meials. The Review Board will use the "recommended"

and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications
for a Certificate of Appropriateness.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and installing a new architectural
metal feature such as a sheet metal cornice or a cast iron capital when the historic
feature is completely missing: li may be an accurate restoration using historical,
pictorial or physical documentation; or be a new design that is compatible with the size,
scale, material, and color of the historic buildino.

Roofs
The roof - with its shape; features such as cresting, dormers, cupolas, and chimneys;
and the size, color, and patterning of the roofing material - can be extremely important
in defining the building's overall historic character. In addition to the design role it
plays, a w6athertight roof is essential to the preservation of the entire structure; thus,
protecting and repairing the roof as a "cover" is a critical aspect of every rehabilitation
project

See pages 22-24 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) tor recommended
rehabilitation of roofs. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as ihe determining facior when reviewing applications for a
C ertificate of App rop riatenes s.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and installing a new roof or feature of
a roof such as a cupola or a chimney when the historic feature is completely missing:
It may be an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial or physical documentation;
or be a new design that is compatible with the size, scale, material, and color of the
historic building.

Windows (See also, Miscellaneous; Proportion of Openings, Doors and
Windows) A highly decorative window with an unusual shape, or glazing pattern, or
color is most likely identified immediately as a character-defining feature of the building.
It is far more difficult, however, to assess the importance of repeated windows on a
fagade, particularly if they are individually simple in design and material, such as the
large, multi-paned sash of many industrial buildings. Because rehabilitation projects ,A



frequently include proposals to replace a window sash or even entire windows to
improve thermal efiiciency or to create a new appearance, it is essential that their
contribution to the overall hisioric character ofthe building be assessed together with
their physical condition before specific repair or replacement work is undertaken.

See pages 25-27 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings ( 1990) for recommended
rehabilitation of windows. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications for a
C ertifi c at e of App rop r iatene s s.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and installing a new windows when
the historic windows (frame, sash and glazing) are completely missing: lt may be an
accurate resioration using historical, pictorial or physical documentation; or be a new
design that is compatible with the window openings of the historic building-

Entrances and Porches
Entrances and porches are quite often the focus of historic buildings, particularly when
they occur on primary elevations. Together with their functional and decorative features
such as doors, steps, balustrades, pilasters, and entablatures, they can be extremely
important in defining the overall historic character of a building- Their retention,
protection, and repair should always be carefully considered when planning
rehabilitation wor(.

See pages 28-3O of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) for recommended
rehabilitation of entrances and porches. The Review Board will use the
"recommended" and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor
when reviewing applications for a Certificate of Appropriateness.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and constructing a new entrance or
porch if the historic entrance or porch is completely missing: It may be a restoration
based on historical, pictorial or physical documentation; or be a new design that is
compatible historical character of the building.

Storefronts
Storefronts are quite often the focus of historic commercial buildings and can thus be
extremely important in defining the overall historic character. Because storefronts also
play a crucial role in a store's advertising and merchandising strategy to draw
customers and increase business, they are often altered to meet the needs of a new
business. Particular care is required in planning and accomplishing work on storefronts
so that the building's historic character is preserved in the process of rehabilitation.

See pages 31-33 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) tor recommended
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rehabilitation of storefronis. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications for a

Certificate of Appropriatene s s.

Design for Missing Historic Features - Designing and installing a new storefront when
the original storefront is completely missing: lt may be an accurate restoration using
historical, pictorial or physical documentation; or be a new design that is compatible
with the size, scale, material, and color of the historic building. Such new design
should generally be flush with the fagade; and ihe treatment of secondary design
elements, such as awnings or signs, kept as simple as possible. For example, new

signs should fit flush with the existing features of the faQade, such as the fascia board
or cornice.

Building Interior

Structural System
lf features of the structural system are exposed such as loadbearing brick walls, cast

iron columns, roof trusses, posts and beams, vigas, or stone foundation walls, they

may be important in defining the building's overall historic character. Unexposed
structural features that are not character-defining or an entire structural system may

nonetheless be significant in the history of building technology; therefore, the structural
system should always be examined and evaluated early in the project planning stage

io determine both its physical condition and its importance to the building's historic
character or historical significance. See also Health and Safety Code Requirements.

See pages 34-36 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) tor recommended
rehabilitation of interior structural systems. The Review Board will use the
"recommended" and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor when

reviewing appf ications for a Certificate of Appropriateness.

fnterior: Spaces, Features, and Finishes
An interior floor plan, the arrangement of spaces, and built-in features and applied
finishes may be individually or collectively important in defining the historic character of

the building. Thus, their ideniification, retention, protection, and repair should be given

prime consideration in every rehabilitation project and caution exercised in pursuing

any plan that would radically change character-defining spaces or obscure, damage or

destroy interior features or finishes.

See pages 37-42 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) for recommended
rehabilitation of interior features and finishes. The Review Board will use the
"recommended" and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor when
reviewing applications lor a Certifi.cate of Appropriateness.
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Mechanicaf Systems: Heating, Air Conditioning, Electrical and Plumbing
The visible features of historic heating, lighting, air conditioning and plumbing systems
may sometimes help define the overall historic character of the building and should
thus be retained and repaired, whenever possible. The systems themselves (the
compressors, boilers, generators and their ductwork, wiring and pipes) will generally
eiiher need to be upgraded, augmented, or entirely replaced in order to accommodate
the new use and to meet code requirements. Less frequently, individual portions of a
system or an entire system are significant in the history of building technology;
therefore, ihe identification of character-defining features or historically significant
systems should take place together with an evaluation of their physical condition early
in project planning.

See pages 43-44 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings ( 1990) for recommended
rehabilitation and/or installation of interior heating, air conditioning, electrical and
plumbing systems. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications for a
C eft ifi cat e of App rop riat ene s s.

Building Site
The relationship between a historic building or buildings and landscape features within
a property's boundaries - or the building site - helps to define the historic character and
should be considered an integral part of overall planning for rehabilitation project work.

See pages 45-48 ot The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings ( 1990) for recommended
rehabilitation, preservation, design, additions/alterations to building sites. The Review
Board will use the "recommended" and "not recommended" portions as the determining
factor when reviewing applications lor a Certfficate of Appropriateness.

DistricUNeighborhood
The relationship between historic buildings, and streetscape and landscape features
within a historic district or neighborhood helps to define ihe historic character and
therefore should always be a part of the rehabilitation plans.

See pages 49-51 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) tor recommended
rehabilitation, preservation, design, additions/alterations for districts and
neighborhoods. The Review Board will use the "recommended" and "not

recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications for a
C e rt ffi c ate of Appropriatene s s.

Health and Safety Code Requirements
As a part of the new use, it is often necessary to make modifications to a historic

,, 
building so that it can comply with current health, safety and code requirements. Such



work needs to be carefully planned and undertaken so that it does not result in a loss
of character-defining spaces, features, and finishes- lt must be noted that the
Americans Wth Disabilities Act (ADA) is not a code, it is a law. As such, design
professionals should be consulted in its use and interpretation.

See pages 53-54 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standnrds for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) lor recommended
rehabilitation of health and safety code requirements. The Review Board will use the
"recommended" and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor when
reviewing appf ications for a Certificate of Appropriateness.

Energy Retrofitting
Some character-defining features of a historic building or site such as cupolas,
shutters, transoms, skylights, sun rooms, porches, and plantings also play a secondary
energy conserving role. Therefore, prior to retrofitting historic buildings to make them
more energy efficient, the first step should always be to identify and evaluate the
existing historic features to assess their inherent energy conserving potential. lf it is
deiermined that retrofitting measures are necessary then such work needs to be
carried out with particular care to insure ihat the building's historic character is
preserved in the process of rehabilitation.

See pages 55-57 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) tor recommended
rehabilitati6n for energy retrofitting. The Review Board will use the "recommended"

and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor when reviewing applications
lor a Certificate of Appropriateness.

New Additions to Historic Buildings
An atiached exterior addition to a historic building expands its "outer limits" to create a
new profile. Because such expansion has the capability to radically change the historic
appearance, an exterior addition should be considered only after it has been
determined that the new use cannot be successfully met by altering non-character-
defining inierior spaces. lf the new use cannot be met in this way, then an attached
exterior addition is usually an acceptable alternative. New additions should be
designed and constructed so that the character-defining features of the historic building
are not radically changed, obscured, damaged, or destroyed in the process of
rehabilitation. New design should always be clearly differentiated so that the addition
does not appear to be part of the historic resources.

See pages 58-59 of The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990) for recommendations
regarding new additions to historic buildings. The Review Board will use the
"recommended" and "not recommended" portions as the determining factor when
reviewing applications lor a Ceftfficate of Appropriateness.
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Miscellaneous
The following important subjects categorized under "Miscellaneous" have either been
considered in addition to the recommendations in the "Secretary's" standards for
rehabilitation, or have not been addressed in that document.

Height
Owners and designers of additions or new consiruction must consider the heights of
existing buildings on the street and in the neighborhood. (Requirement - R.) Height of
all new work should fall within the range of existing buildings on the street (R). Scale
should be considered when evaluating the proposed height of additions or new
buildings. "Scale" is a term used to describe how we perceive the relative size of
objects in relation to other objects in the immediate vicinity. The sizes and proportions
of buildings and building elements in a street fagade establish a scale relative to thai
fagade. When a building or building element of a significantly different size occurs, it
creates another scale within the existing street fagade. Abrupt changes in sizes of
buildings or building elements when viewed in relation to the existing context are said
to be "out of scale". Abrupt changes in scale can desiroy the rhythm of a street and its
immediate contexi.

Where the addition or new building occurs within a transitional area or between blocks,
the height of the addition or new building should be within the range of heights of
existing buildings found in the immediate block (R).

Where the addition or new building is on a corner site, the structure shall be of a similar
height to the buildings on adjacent corners (R).

widrh
Building loi width, as well as the width of any structures on the lot is critical in
determining the "rhythm" of the street. Applicants should consider the typical lot widths
in the neighborhoods where they propose to build. lt is not desirable that all buildings
in the same neighborhood are exactly the same width. However, consideration should
be given to the existing rhythm of the street, the widths of the buildings, the spaces
between the buildings, and the scale of the buildings- In conjunction with height, as
described earlier, applicants should also be sensitive to appropriate width.

The allowable width of any new building will be considered by the Review Board in the
category of Strongly Encouraged (E).

Setback
Requirements regarding setback dimensions are similar to the regulations discussed in
the previous section under building width. Again, it is important to consider street
patterns and work within the existing parameters of the local Zoning Ordinance, or
follow the paitern of the street where the new building or addition is to be placed.

29 Alignment along sidewalk edges should be observed and uniform setbacks of buildings



and facades should be maintained wherever possible (E). Questions regarding
setbacks may be addressed to the appropriate department at City Hall.

Fences, Walls, Screening and Landscape Buffers
In some Historic Districts walls, fences and landscape buffers occur on or close to
property lines. Some are of wood, metal, or brick. As cited previously, a good rule of
ihumb is to be sympaihetic to the existing context (R).

Materials are grouped into two categories for Review Board evaluation:
Generally Acceptable: Brick

Wood
Stucco
Iron
Plant material

Generally Unacceptable: Chain link (huricane) fences - See Exceptions
Unfinished concrete block
Sheet metal
Composition mixtures on polystyrene backing (E-l-F.s.)

Exceptions:
In some commercial and resideniial areas it is necessary to provide securiiy fences.
Designs proposing such fences will be discussed individually as applications are
submitted. Chain link fences can often be successfully disguised if thick foliage is
grown on them or if a heavy evergreen planted "screen" is placed in front of the fence.
Professionpl assistance may be required to assess which plant material is right for a
specific location.

Foundations and Crawl Space Enclosures
Many foundations located in the designated Historic District(s) are raised
"conventional" foundations. This type of foundation is encouraged, especially for
residential construction (E). Where construction occurs to existing buildings, infill
between existing masonry piers is Strongly Encouraged (E). Such infill prevents pests
gaining access to the floor space. The infill material should be recessed slightly to
accentuate the structural piers. Where possible, design the infill system to maximize
cross ventilation using screens to block entry by insects. lf ventilation is not provided,
the air in the crawl space will become still and, coupled with humidity, decay of the
floor timbers will be accelerated. Applicants are encouraged to contact pest control
professionals regarding protection from termites and other wood destroying pests.

Construction and Materials.
Generally Acceptable: Brick piers

Brick infill between piers with vents or "skip brick"
Stucco with vents
Wood lattice
Decorative cast or wrought iron
Concrete slab on grade where historically appropriate

Generally Unacceptable: Plyvvood
30



Other metals
D eco rative co nc rete b I ock
Composition mixtures on polystyrene backing (E.l.ES.)

Treatment Standards:
A conventional foundation has historical precedent in Mississippi because of the warm,
humid climate. Past generations have found this method of construction very effective
in providing ventilation to the wood floor structure. Conventional foundations are still
effective today. The space beneath the floor can be used to accommodate air-handling
ducts since the void is relatively cool (especially compared to attic spaces) and
effectively reduces the cooling load. This saves money on initial and running costs and
generally improves the life cycle of the equipment.

Proportion of Openings, Doors and Windows
Careful attention to the treatment of window and door openings is critical in order to
retain the architeciural integrity of a district. The period, style, and proportions the
buildings located adjacent to a new building, addition or rehabilitation project should be
carefully considered. Interventions should correspond to what is typical from a
historical standpoint and existing proportions should be respected (E).

Openings located at street level will generally possess larger areas of glass that those
on upper levels. Naturally, this is more likely to be true in the downtown districts more
than in the residential ones. Upper openihgs have historically tended to be smaller ihe
higher they are located.

Doorsi Erterior and Security Doors
Generally Acceptable: Wood screen door

Wood louver door
Wood raised panel door (with or without lights)
Simple wrought iron doorc at street level

Generally Unacceptable: Metal and glass storm doors
Metal imitations of wood doors

The original door should be used whenever possible on rehabilitation projects.
Damaged doors can be removed and repaired. Even relatively large cracks can be
effectively filled. Original hardware should be retained whenever possible.

lf the original door is beyond repair or missing, it is often possible to find a similar door
of the same period elsewhere through architectural salvage merchants.

Windows:
Windows are made in many different sizes and from many different materials. It is
often possible to date a building by ihe appearance of its windows. Styles and craft
techniques have evolved steadily and specific types of windows relate to specific time
periods. In rehabilitation work it is importani to identify original windows and re-work
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new work, they should match the time period of the building and be of identical config-
uration as the original windows. \A/here new building is concerned, the windows
should be sympaihetic in scale and type to those windows in the immediate context
(E).

Generally Acceptable:
Residential. Wood, double hung with true divided lights. Vinyl or metal clad wood
window systems, single or insulated panes, with true divided lights may be acceptable
replacement windows if hey match the original configuration profiles and the original
windows cannot be replaced. Storm windows may be considered acceptable if they
are sympathetic to the existing structure or the immediaie context. Consideration
should be given to mounting the storm windows iniernally. Internally mounted storm
windows provide the same thermal resistivity as the exlernally mounted variety but do
not alter the appearance of the exterior of the structure.

Gommercial. Storefront window frames are to be wood with true divided lights and
single or insulated glass. Upper window frames are to be wood, double hung, with true
divided lights with single or insulated glass. They are to be in the same size and
proportion as windows in adjacent buildings.

Aluminum may be considered under ceriain circumstances if compatible with either the
original configuration of the storefront, if a replacement, or ihose in the vicinity, if new-

Use of glaSs block may be deemed acceptable if it is used in locations appropriate to
the style of the building or context.

G ene r ally U nac c eptable
Residental: Metalwindows

Divided lights inappropriate to peiod of structure
Fixed glass windows
Snap-in muntins
Changing the appearance of windows or being unsympathetic to

the window pafterns in the immediate neighborhood
Using inappropriate mateials such as reflective coatings which

alter the reflectivity of the pane
. Radically changing the size or configuration of muntin divisions

Commercial: Glazing storefront windows with multiple panes inappropriate to
the period of structure or otherwise creating a false historic
appearance is deemed generally not acceptable-

Shutters
Historically, shutters were used as a sun-screening device. Fundamentally, they are a
very effective means of reducing solar heat gain and fading of interior colors. They are
still a very effective way of reducing utility costs- Because they are mounted externally
they prevent the sun's rays from passing through window glass and re-radiating heat
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internally.

Shutters have become popular as a decorative fagade ireatment. Often the shutters
are permanently fixed to the wall. In extreme cases the shutters are so narrow they
would not even cover the window if allowed to close.

For shutters to be deemed acceptable by the Review Board, the shuiters must be fully
operable. False shutters are deemed inappropriate.

As previously mentioned under the heading "Doors", windows are relatively easy to
repair or renovate. Original windows should be retained as much as possible in
rehabilitation projects. On new projects, owners and designers should pay particular
attention to the window patierns of the adjacent buildings.

Exterior Materials
As with other subjects covered in the guidelines, context is an important factor when
selecting exterior materials. lf care has been taken to consider appropriate height,
width, setback, proportion of openings, doors and windows, then there may be some
latitude given to the selection of exterior materials. This is not to say that care should
not be taken and the immediate context ignored. But with careful materials selection,
historic consideration and respect for the street, it is possible to see several different
material treatments adjacent to one another. lt is not the intention of the guidelines to
promote a consistency of external materials that destroys the individual character of the
buildings in ihe Historic District(s).

Generallt Acceotable:
Residential: Brick

Stucco
Wood siding
Wood shingle
Brick
Stucco
llle
Granite
Other materials with historic precedent
Vinyl siding
Imitation brick or stone
Reconstituted board siding
Profile sheet cladding systems
Conugated sheet metal
Plywood siding
Unpainted concrete block

Commercial:

Generally Unacceptable for both:

Material Treatments:
Brick should never be sand blasted. Sand blasting damages the impervious surface of
the material and destroys its ability to resisi water. lf water is allowed to soak into brick
and freezing occurs, spalling of the material face is likely. lf cleaning is necessary



consult a professional contractor experienced in the area of historic preservation.
Advice is also available from the American Brick Association.

The maintenance of mortar is as important as maintenance of the brick. Regular
inspections of the joints in older masonry are required. lf loose or deteriorated mortar is
found, it should be raked out carefully and re-pointed by workers experienced in historic
masonry restoration. Take care to match ihe existing mortar. Inaccurate color matching
is highly visible. Remedial work is expensive.

Chemicals are sometimes used to clean buildings. They should be used with extreme
caution following the manufacturer's instruction to the letter. Chemical run-off should be
controlled- Brick that has never been previously painted should remain unpainted (E).

Roof Form: Gutiers, Skylights, Chimneys
There are major differences in the design of roofs for residential and commercial
applications. Roofs for residential construction shall be pitched unless there is sufficient
historical precedent to suggest that a low-slope (flat) roof would be appropriate (R).

Roofs in commercial situations may be flat or pitched but the fagade to the street front
shall be sympathetic to the adjacent structures. (See also, previous section "Height".)

Parapet walls shall be used to hide any equipment mounted on any roof (R). Such
parapets shall be either the same height line of the neighboring buildings or shall
display an effort to "line through" with major existing elements such as cornice lines,
window he'ads, etc.

The same contextual considerations should be applied as the applicant considers
placement of guiters and chimneys. Generally speaking use the immediate
neighborhood as a guide where roof appurtenances are concerned"

The addition of skylights into historic or new roofs is generally acceptable on roof
slopes not directly facing ihe street (E). The color of the skylight should match the color
of the roof. However, each application will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis
regarding skylights.

The Review Board will consider individual applications on their own merits regarding the
choice of roofing materials. Applicants should consider context, historic character ofthe
building in question, historic character of adjacent buildings, and the use of the new or
rehabilitated building as they consider selection of roofing materials.

Golor
A color swatch giving examples of a range of exterior colors acceptable for use in the
Historic District(s) is available at City Hall. The colors may be matched by any paini
manufacturer and should be submitted in all applications for a Certificate of
Appropriateness.
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Generally speaking, the following principals may be helpful as applicants select
building colors (E).

. Avoid the mosi intense hues of a color

. Avoid using more than one vivid color per building

. Avoid using disharmonious colors on the same building or against adjacent
buildings.

. Relate your paint colors to the naturally occurring colors on your building.
o Using contrasting colors to accentuate archiiectural details.

Sidewalk Coverings, Porches & Awnings
Applicants should look for historic precedent as plans are developed for these
components. The use of cloth (and sometimes metal) awnings should be encouraged
(E). They act as a means ofshading shop windows from strong sunshine and also
give protection to shoppers.

Porches are encouraged in residential districts (E). As before, applicants are
encouraged to select materials and forms that exist in their respective districts and
neighborhoods.

Awning shapes should match the openings over which they are placed. For example, it
is not desirable to place square awnings over circular headed window openings_
Water-resistant cloth is an appropriate material. Solid colors and/or stripes may have
historic precedent.

Signs
All recommendations regarding signs are to be read in conjunction with any sign
ordinance in effect in each Historic District or the city as a whole. The most stringent
requirement shall apply.

Acceptable sign types:
Flush-mounted signs.' Are signs or individual die-cut letters mounted on the front of a
building. Often they have been recessed into the fagade with brick corbel details_
These signs may be illuminated.

Hanging signs.' as the name suggests, these signs generally overhang the sidewalk
on brackets mounted to the building- These signs may be illuminated. They have a
positive three dimensional effect and are effective in being seen clearly by pedestrians
and motorists. These signs may be illuminated.

Window signs: are predominantly oriented io pedestrians. They should be carefully
designed so ihat shop window displays are not obscured.

lcon or graphic signs: are the oldest types of commercial sign. They display the
nature of the business or the product literally in the shape of the sign. \y'y'hen designed

.o appropriately, these signs add tremendously to a district. Caution should be exercised



though, as brightly colored plastic imitations can be unsightly. Again, respect materials
with historic precedent. These signs may be illuminated.

llluminated signs: are signs lit internally or externally and occasional siiuations may
include neon. Black or dark colored backgrounds with lighter colors are encouraged (E)

In general, signs should relate in placement and size to the other building elements_ Signs
should not obscure openings or significant architectural details (R).

Unacceptable sign types:
In commercial districts, signs shall be attached to structures in a way which is
sympathetic to the architecture and details of the building. The use of "flashing arrow"
signs is not permitted.

Lighting
Lighting in commercial situations shall consider the safety of the public using the
building and shall adhere to any local, state or federal codes regarding illuminance
levels. The lighting fixtures shall, where possible, be sensitive to the historic context.
Lighting designs should consider vehicular safety and the amount of light shining
directly upward shall be minimal (R).

Lighting in residential situations shall be sensitive to the historic context in both output ano
design of fixtures. Light shall, as far as is reasonable and possible, be confined to the
user's property and not be allowed to illuminate neighboring properties.

Satellite Dishes
The use of satellite dishes is permitted in the Historic Districts. However, they shall be
mounted in a way that prevents them from being seen from the street (R).

Driveways
Driveways in residential districts shall be wide enough for one private car only (E). Turning
places may be accommodated within the property. Materials shall be sympathetic to
materials found within the district.

Architectural Detailing
As hisioric buildings are rehabilitated or added to, consideration should be given to existing
architectural details. \Nhere possible, details should be restored to their original condition
using existing physical evidence, photographic or pictorial documentation as a guide. For
new work, replication of details so that the new addition appears to be part of the
original design is strongly encouraged (E).

Landscaping and Yard Features
Yard or garden features such as fountains, gazebos, patios and pergolas are encouraged
as long as historical precedent exists in the original house itself or within the Historic
District (E). Criieria for the successful addition of garden structures are similar as those
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for New Additions to Historic Buildings, cited earlier.

Steps and Railings
As with other critical architectural features and materials, it is important to review histor-
ical precedent before adding either ofthese items. Steps should be repaired rather
than replaced whenever possible- Where replacement is the only opiion, use existing
physical evidence, phoiographic or pictorial documentation as a guide. Railings should
be repaired whenever necessary and should be sympathetic in height and design if
they must be added to or replaced.

Swimming Pools
Above ground pools are not permitted in the Historic Disirict(s) (R). In-ground swim-
ming pools are permitied but should not be visible from the front of ihe property. Legal
imolications
outside the scope of these guidelines should be considered regarding enclosure of
such pools. Applicants should seek legal counsel on these issues. If enclosing fences
are used, applicants should see the earlier section on Fences, Walls and Landscape
Buffers.

Special lssues Involving Commercial Buildings
Some issues regarding commercial applications have been considered in earlier
sections. Particular attention is drawn to "Barrier Free" access and is mentioned under
the Americans With Disabilities Act. (ADA) Other issues such as access, egress,
parking lots and effects on existing traffic patterns should be presented to the Review
Board and considered on a case-bv-case basis.

Demolition and Relocation
Demolition of buildings within the Historic District(s) is strongly discouraged unless
there is a danger to the health, safety, and welfare of the public. Proposed demolition
or relocation of any structure within the Historic Districi(s) should be discussed with the
Review Board on a case-by-case basis.

Outbuildings
See the section on Landscaping and Yard Features which addresses some outbuilding
types. \Nhere other less prominent outbuildings are concerned such as storage build-
ings, consideration will be given to similar structures adjacent to the building in
quesiion, and also its proximity to the front of the property. The Review Board can give
more latitude to outbuildings tucked away from view but historic precedent must still be
taken into account
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The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings ( 1990)

The following prefatory notes taken directly from The Secretary of the Interiofs
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1990),
have been included because they offer a useful and thorough introduction for those
embarking on a rehabilitation project to a historic building. (References to "Guidelines"

in the following indented text are the guidelines developed from the Secretary of the
Interior and are to be read in coniunction with the Architectural Guidelines for the C#v
of Holly Springs.)

The Guidelines were iniiially developed in 1977 to help property owners,
developers, and Federal managers apply the Secretary of the Interior's
"Standards for Rehabilitation" during the project planning stage by providing
general design and technical recommendations- Unlike the Standards, the
Guidelines are not codified as program requirements. Together with the
"Standards for Rehabilitation" they provide a model process for owners,
developers, and Federal agency managers to follow

It should be noted at the outset that the Guidelines are intended to assist in
apftying ihe Standards to projects generally; consequently, they are not meant
to give case-specific advice or address exceptions or rare instances. For
example, they cannot tell an owner or developer which features of their own
historic building are important in defining the historic character and must be
preserved - although examples are provided in each section - or which features
could be altered, if necessary, for the new use. This kind of careful case-by-
case decision-making is best accomplished by seeking assistance from
qualified historic preservation professionals in the planning stage of the project.
Such professionals include archiiects, architectural historians, historians,
archeologists, and others who are skilled in the preservation, rehabilitation, and
restoration of historic properties.

The Guidelines pertain to historic buildings of all sizes, materials, occupancy,
and construction types; and apply to interior and exterior work as well as new
exterior additions. Those approaches, treatments, and techniques that are
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation" are
listed in the "Recommended" column on the left; those approaches,
treatments, and techniques which could adversely affect a building's historic
character are listed in the "Not Recommended" column on the rioht.

To provide clear and consistent guidance for owners, developers, and federal
agency managers to follow the "Recommended" courses of action in each ^



section are listed in order of historic preservation concerns so that a
rehabilitatlon project may be successfully planned and completed - one that,
first, assures the preservation of a building's important or "character-defining,'

architectural materials and features and, second, makes possible an efficient
contemporary use. Rehabilitation guidance in each section begins with
protection and maintenance, that work which should be maximized in every
project to enhance overall preservation goals. Next, where some deterioration
is present, repair of the building's historic materials and features is
recommended. Finally, when deterioration is so extensive that repair is not
possible, the most problematic area of work is considered: reolacement of
historic materials and features with new materials.

To further guide the owner and developer in planning a successful rehabilitation
project, those complex design issues dealing with new use requirements such
as alterations and addiiions are highlighted at the end of each section to under
score the need for particular sensitivitv in these areas.

ldentify, Retain, and Preserve
The guidance that is basic to the treatment of all historic building - identifuing,
retaining, and preserving the form and detailing of those architectural
materials and features that are important in defining the hisioric character - is
always listed first in the "Recommended" column. The parallel "Not

Recommended" column lists the types of actions that are most apt to cause the
diminution or even loss of the building's historic character. lt should be
remembered, however, that such loss of character is just as often caused by the
cumulative effect of a series of actions that would seem to be minor interven
tions. Thus, the guidance in all of the "Not Recommended" columns must be
viewed in that larger context, e.9., for the total impact on a historic building.

Protect and Maintain
After identifying those materials and features that are important and must be
retained in the process of rehabilitation work,lhen protecting and
maintaining them are addressed- Protection generally involves the least
degree of intervention and is preparatory to other work. For example, protection
includes ihe maintenance of historic material through treatments such as rust
removal, caulking, limited paint removal, and re-application of protective
coatings; the cyclical cleaning of roof gutter systems; or installation of fencing,
protective plywood, alarm sysiems and other temporary protective measures.
Although a historic building will usually require more extensive work, an overall
evaluation of its physical condition should always begin at this level.

Repair
Next, when the physical condition of character-defining materials and features
warrants additional work repairing is recommended. Guidance for the repair of
historic materials such as masonry, wood, and architectural metals again begins
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with the least degree of intervention possible such as patching, piecing-in, splicing,
consolidating, or otheruise reinforcing or upgrading them according to recognized
preservation methods. Repairing also includes ihe limited replacement in kind - or
with compatible substitute materials - of extensively deteriorated or missing parts of
features when there are surviving prototypes (for example, brackets, dentils, steps,
plaster, or portions of slate or tile roofing). Although using the same kind of
materials is always the preferred option, substitute material is acceptable if the form
and design as well as the substitute materials iiself convey the visual appearance
of the remaining parts of the feature and finish.

Replace
Folfowing repair in the hierarchy, guidance is provided for replacing an entire
character-defining feature with new maierial because the level of deterioration or
damage of materials precludes repair (for example, an exterior cornice; an interior
staircase; or a complete porch or storefront). lf the essential form and detailing are
still evident so that the physical evidence can be used io re-establish the feature as
an integral part of the rehabilitation projeci, then its replacement is appropriate.
Like the guidance for repair, the preferred option is always replacement of the
entire feature in kind, that is, with the same material. Because this approach may
not always be technically or economically feasible, provisions are made to consider
the use of a compatible substitute material.

It shor.rld be noted that, while the National Park Service guidelines recommend the
replacement of an entire character-defining feature under certain well-defined
circumstances, they never recommend removal and replacement wiih new material
of a feature that - although damaged or deteriorated - could reasonably be repaired
and thus preserved.

Design for Missing Historic Features
\y'Vhen an entire interior or exterior feature is missing (for example, an entrance, or
cast iron facade; or a principal staircase), it no longer plays a role in physically
defining the historic character of the building unless it can be accurately recovered
in form and detailing through the process of carefully documenting the historical
appearance. Where an important architectural feature is missing, its recovery is
always recommended in the guidelines as the first or preferred, course of action.
Thus, if adequate historical, pictorial, and physical documentation exists so that the
feature may be accurately reproduced, and if it is desirable to re-establish the
feature as part of the building's historical appearance, then designing and
constructing a new feature based on such information is appropriate. However, a
second acceptable option for the replacement feature is a new design that is
compatible with the remaining character-defining features of the historic building.
The new design should always take into account the size, scale, and material of the
historic building itself and, most importantly, should be clearly differentiated so that
a false historical appearance is not created.
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Alterations/Additions to Historic Buitdings
Some exterior and interior alterations to the historic building are generally
needed to assure its continued use, but it is most important that such alterations
do not radically change, obscure, or destroy character-defining spaces,
materials features, or finishes. Alterations may include providing additional
parking space on an existing historic building site; cutting new entrances or
windows on secondary elevations; inserting an additional floor; installing an
entirely new mechanical system; or creating an atrium or lighi well. Alteration
may also include the selective removal of buildings or other features of the
envlronment or building site that are intrusive and therefore detract from the
overall historic character.

The construction of an exterior addition to a historic building may seem to be
essential for the new use, but it is emphasized in the guidelines that such new
additions should be avoided, if possible, and considered only after it is deter
mined that those needs cannot be met by altering secondary, i.e., non character
-defining interior spaces. lf, after a thorough evaluation of interior solutions, an
exterior addition is still judged to be the only viable alternative, it should be
designed and constructed to be clearly differentiated from the historic building
and so that the character-defining features are not radically changed, obscured,
damaged, or destroyed.

Additions to historic buildings are referenced within specific sections of the
guidelines such as Site, Roof, Structural Systems, etc_, but are also considered
in more deiail in a separate section, NEWADDITIONS TO HISTORIC
BUILDINGS.

Health and Safety Gode Requirements; Energy Retrofifting
These seciions of the rehabilitation guidance address work done to meet health
and safety code requirements (for example, providing barrier-free access to
historic buildings); or retrofitting measures to conserve energy (for example,

installing solar collectors in an unobtrusive location on the site). Although this
work is quite often an important aspect of rehabilitation projects, it is usually not
part of the overall process of protecting or repairing characier-defining features;
rather, such work is assessed for its potential negative impact on the building's
historic character. For this reason, particular care must be taken not to radically
change, obscure, damage, or destroy character-defining materials or features in
the process of rehabilitation work to meet code and energy requirements.
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Glossary of Architectulal and Historic Preservation Terms:

ACANTHUS - A plant whose leaves, conventionally treated, form the lower portions of the
Corinthian Capltal.

ACROTERIA - The small pedestals placed on the extremities and apex of a pediment.

APRON - A plain or molded oiece or finish below the sill of a window

ARCHITRAVE - That part of an entablature which rests upon the capital of a column and is
beneath the frieze.

ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT - A period of design in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries that placed an emphasis on quality craftsmanship using natural materials.

BACK-BAND - A molded member, notched to overlap another to give additional richness.

BALLON FRAME - House frame built up from small-dimensioned lumber, principally two-by-
fours, nailed together.

BALUSTER - A small pillar or column supporting a rail.

BALUSTRADE -A row of balusters topped by a rail.

BARGEBOARD - A board covering the end rafters of a gable. Also called a verge board.

BASE OF A COLUMN - That part which is between the shaft and the pedestal or, if there be no
pgdestal, between the shaft and the plinth.

BAfiEN -A board fastened across two or more others to hold them tooether.

BAY - Of columns. the sDace between two columns.

BEAD - A convex, rounded molding, usually semi-clrcular in cross section.

BELVEDERE - A turret, raised above the roof of an observatory for the purpose of enjoying a
fine prospect.

BOLLECTION MOLDING - A molding which projects beyond the general surface of a panel or
connects two varying surface levels.

BONDING - In brickwork or stonework, the binding of pieces together by overlapping lengthwise
and in thickness.

BRACED FRAME -A house frame of massive timbers, joined and pegged together, and braced
by lighter members in the angles.

BRACKET - A curved or angular projection at the top of a post for support of a horizontal
section. Also, a scroll at the end of a step in an open-string stair.

BROKEN PEDIMENT - A pediment that has an opening in its apex.

BUTT - The hinged edge of a door or a hinge applied to the edge or butt of a door

CAP - The protective or finishing member at the top of a post, wall or window.

CAPITAL - The decorative top or crown of a column, pilaster, pyre, or pedestal. 50



CARPENTERS' GOTHIC . IDENTIFYING FEATURES
PrinciDally as Gothic-Revival, generally houses built of wood, with sawn or turned decorative
memoers.

CARTOUCHE - An ornament, raised, and usually elliptical or oval.

CASED-IN TIMBER -A beam or post which has been boxed or covered, to improve its
appearance.

CASEMENT WNDOW -A window sash opening outward on side hinges.

CASTELLATED - Having a baftlemented parapet or roof.

CHAIR RAIL - A molding placed at the height of a chair, to protect the face of the wa 

 

from
damage-

CHIMNEY - A vertical structure designed to carry flues from individual fireplaces.

CLAPBOARD -Board siding laid horizontally, and overlapping; butted vertically. The tower edge
is usually thicker than the upper edge.

CLERESTORY - Wndows set in the upper part of a wall to admit tight; originally the upper story
of a church wall pierced by banks of windows above the roofs and side aisles.

COFFERED CEILING - A ceiling divided into panets.

COLONNADE - A row of columns.

COLONETTE - Small slender columns.

COLONIAL REVIVAL - IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Accentuated front door, normally with decorative crown (pediment) supported by pilasters, or
extended forward and supported by slender columns to form entry porch; doors commonly have
overhead fanlights or sidelights; fagade normally shows symmetrically balanced windows and
center door (less commonly with door off-center); windows with double-hung sashes, usually
with multi-page glazing in one or both sashes; windows frequently in adjacent pairs.

COLUMNIATION - The arrangement or system of columns.

CORBEL - A supporting projection on the face of a wall.

GORNER BOARD - A board nailed vertjcally over the corner post of a braced frame house,
against which the siding terminates.

CORNICE - The projection at the top of a wall finished by a blocking course.

COUNTERSINK - To chamfer the edges of a hole so that a screw head will not project above
the surface.

GOURSE - A horizontal row of bricks, stones, shingles, etc.

CUPOLA - A small room either circular or polygonal standing on the top of a dome.

CRAFTSMAN . I D ENTI FYIN G F EATU RES
Low-pitched, gabled roof (occasionally hipped) with wide, unenclosed eave overhang; roof

". rafters usually exposed; decorative (false) beams or braces commonly added under gables;
J I porches, either full- or partial-width, with roof supported by tapered square columns; columns or



pedestals frequently extend to ground level (without a break at level of porch floor).

DADO - Lower part ofthe wall below the chair rail or space on an architectural pedestal
between base and surbase.

DENTIL - The cogged or tooth mernbet common in the bed mould of a Corinthian entablature.
Each cog or tooth is called a dentil.

DETAIL - A part of a building, structural or ornamental, small in proportion to the whole.

DORMER - Wndows occurring in a sloping rooi

DOVETAILING - In carpentry and joinery the method of fastening boards or other timbers
together by letting one piece into another in the form of the expanded tail of a dove.

DRIP COURSE -A projecting course of masonry serving to deflect rainwater from a wall or
structural opening orjoint beneath it. Also called a dripstone.

EARLY CLASSICAL REVIVAL . IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Entry porch (portico) dominating the front fagade and normatly equaling it in height; porch roof
usually supported by four simple columns (Roman Doric or Tuscan types) each with a shallow
square base (plinth); the columns support a prominent centered gable; a semi-circular or
elliptical fanlight normally occurs above the paneled front door; windows aligned horizontally and
vertically in symmetrical rows, usually five-ranked on front facade, less commonly three-ranked
or seven-ranked.

ENGAGED COLUMN -A column apparently attached or embedded in a wall.

ENGLISH BOND - Bricks laid in alternate courses of headers and stretchers.

ENTABLATURE - The architrave, frieze, and cornice resting on the capitals of columns.

ENTASIS - A slight convex curvature given to the taper of a column to make the sides appear
as straight lines.

ESCUTCHEON - The field or ground upon which a coat of arms is represented.

FACADE - The face or elevation of a building.

FEDERAL STYLE. a refined, severely classical form ofthe late Georgian (1810-1830)
architectural style.

FENESTRATION - Arrangement of windows, especially in an aesthetic sense.

FINIAL - An ornament terminating a spire or a gable or another vertical element in a roofline.

FLEMISH BOND - Bricks laid with headers and stretchers alternatino in the same course.

FLUTING - Concave channels in columns.

FOLK VICTORIAN . IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Porches with spindle work detailing (turned spindles and lace-like spandrels) or flat, jigsaw cut
trim appended to National Folk (post-railroad) house forms (see page 89); symmetrical facade
(except gable-front-and-wing subtype); cornice-line brackets are common.

FRENCH COLONIAL-'DE/VTIFYING FEATURES
One story with many narrow door and window opening having paired shutters (these openings 52



originally had paired French doors and paired casement windows which have commonly been
altered to single doors and double-hung sash windows); steeply pitched roof, either hipped or
slde-gabled; walls of stucco, usually over a half{imbered frame.

FRIEZE - That oortion of an entablature between the cornice above and the architrave below

GABLE - A roof which is not hipped or returned upon itself at the ends; the ends of a gable
being stopped by carrying up the walls in triangular form of the roof itself.

GAMBREL ROOF - A form of ridge roof with two pitches.

GEORGIAN- IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Paneled front door, usually centered and capped by an elaborate decorative crown (entablature)
supported by decorative pllasters (flattened columns); usually with a row of small rectangular
panes of glass beneath the crown, either within the door or in a transom just above; cornice
usually emphasized by decorative moldings, most commonly with toothlike dentils; windows
with double-hung sashes having many small panes (most commonly nine or twelve panes per
sash) separated by thick wooden muntins; windows aligned horizontally and vertically in
symmetrical rows, never in adjacent pairs, usually five-ranked on front faqade, less commonly
three- or seven-ranked.

GINGERBREAD - wood that has been cut, pierced or incised in a design paftern-

GOTHIC REVIVAL . IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Steeply pitched roof, usually with steep cross gables (roof normally side-gabled, less commonly
fronlgabled or hipped; rarely flat with castellated parapet); fables commonly have decorated
verge boards; wall surface extending into gable without break (eave or trim normally lacking
beneath gable); windows commonly extend into gables, frequently having pointed-arch (Gothic)
shape; one-story porch (either entry or full-width) usually present, commonly supported by
fl attened Gothic arches.

GREEK REVIVAL - IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Gabled or hipped roof of low pitch; cornice line of main roof and porch roofs emphasized with
wide band of trim (this represents the classical entablature and is usually divided into two parts:
the frieze above and architrave below); most have porches (either entry or full-width) supported
by prominent square or rounded columns, typically of Doric style; front door surrounded by
narrow sidelights and a rectangular line of transom lights above, door and lights usually
incorporated into more elaborate door surround.

HALF-TIMBERED FRAME HOUSE - A house built of heaw timbers, the exterior ones left
exposed, with spaces between the beams filled with withs and clay, or with brick to form exterior
walls.

HEADER - A brick laid so that its shorter face. or head. shows in the surface of the wall.

HIP ROOF -A roof which rises by equally inclined planes from all four sides of a building.

ITALIANATE-'DE'VTIFYI NG FEATU RES
Two or three stories (rarely one story); low-pitched roof with widely overhanging eaves having
decorative brackets beneath; tall, narrow windows, commonly arched or curved above; windows
frequently with elaborated crowns, usually of inverted U shape; many examples with square
cuDola or tower.

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE- /DEA/T'FYI NG FEATU RES
Low-pitched hipped roof (flat in some examples); roof typically covered by ceramic tiles; upper-
story windows smaller and less elaborate than windows below; commonly with arches above
doors, first-story windows, or porches; entrance area usually accented by small classical



columns or pilasters; facade most commonly symmetrical.

JACK-RAFTER - A short rafter used especially in hip roofs.

JACK-ARCH - An arch with a slightly curved or flat soffit, but radiating members - a flat arch.

JALOUSIES - A blind, shutter, or fixed device of horizontal slats to admit air while excluding
sunlight. In modern times, a type of widow intended to admit air and sunlight.

JAMB- The side-post or lining of a doorway or other aperture.

JOIST - Any small timber laid horizontally to support a floor or ceiling.

KEYSTONE - The central, tapered masonry member of an arch, which acts as a wedge to keep
the arch from collapsing.

KING-POST - The vertical post of a roof or truss consisting of a ceiling joist, a pair of rafters,
with the vertical post resting on the joist and extending upward to the junction of the rafters.

LANGET - A narrow pointed-arch window used in Gothic and Gothic Revival architecture.

LEADED GLASS - Small pieces of glass, joined by small strips of lead to form a decorative
oanet.

LINTEL - The supporting beam over an opening.

LOGGIA - Similar to a veranda, but open generally on one side only - recessed.

LOUVERS - Elongated vents or horizontal slats in an opening which admit air but not light.

MANTEL - The woodwork around a fireplace.

MANSARD ROOF - Sometimes called a French roof. lt has two slopes, the lower one being
steeper than the upper Unlike the gambrel, it always has four sides so that there is no gable.

MARBLE FATIGUE - A state of deterioration found in marble.

MARBLEIZING - A painting technique used to simulate the took of marble_

MODILLION - The enriched block or horizontal bracket generally found under the cornlce of the
Corinthian entablature.

MULLION - A heavy dividing bar of wood or stone between sections of a window.

MUNTIN - A small, slender wood or metal member to hold the glass in a window sash.

NEOCLASSICAL- IDENTIFYING FEATU RES
Fagade dominated by full-height porch with roof supported by classical columns; columns
typically have Ionic or Corinthian capitals; fagade shows symmetrically balanced windows and
center door.

NEWEL OR NEWEL POST - The post placed at the first or lowest step to receive or start a
handrail.

ORDER - The columns wlth their entablature.

PALLADIAN WINDOW - A three-part window with a large arched central section flanked by



smaller square-headed openings; a motif used by the ltalian Renaissance architectAndrea
Palladio and particularly associated with the Federal Style in the United States.

PARAPET - A low wall at the edge of a roof or gable.

PARQUET FLOOR - A flooring composed of wood blocks.

PEDESTAL - The square support of a column, statue, etc., and the base or lower part of an
order of a column.

PEDIMENT - A low triangular ornamented crowning, in front of a building and/or over doors and
wrndows.

PILASTERS - Flat square columns attached to a wall, behind a column, or along the side of a
building, and projecting from the wall about a fourth or a sixth of their breadth.

PLINTH - The square block at the base of a column or pedestal.

PORCH - A covered entrance either inside or outside the door to a house or anv covered encto-
sure or veranda attached to the house.

PORTICO -An entrance or porch with a roof supported, at least on one side, by a
cotumn.

PURLIN - A horizontal roof member supporting rafters, usually at their mid-span-

QUEENE ANNE- IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Steeply pitched roof of irregular shape, usually with a dominant front-facing gable; patterned
shingles, cutaway bay windows, and other devices used to avoid a smooth-walled appearance,
asymmetrical facade with partial or fulFwidth porch which is usually one story high and extended
along one or both side walls

QUEEN-POST - One of a pair of vertical members of a roof truss consisting of a pair of rafters
resting on a joist, the queen-posts extending upward from the joist to the junction of the rafters
with a tie-beam.

QUOINS - Large squared stones, or other material, at the corners of buildings.

RABBET - A right-angle groove cut in the edge of a board or other materials.

RAKE - The slope of a roof or the verge board that follows the rake.

REVEAL - The two vertical sides on an aoerture.

RIDGE BOARD -A board place vertically between the top ends of rafters to form a roof ridge.

RISER - The vertical board under the tread in stairs.

ROSETTE - A rose shaped patera.

RUSTICATION - The use of deep beveled or recessed joints between blocks of cut stone, giving
a rich and bold texture to a wall; also the simulation of such ioints in another material such as
brick.

SECOND EMPIRE- /OEIVIIFYING FEATURES
-_ Mansard (duaFpitched hipped) roof with dormer windows on steep lower slopei molded
cc cornices normally bound the lower roof slope both above and below; decorative brackets



usually present beneath eaves.

SHAFT - That part of a column between the cap and the base.

SHAKES - An early term for split wood shingles.

SIDE LIGHTS - A vertical line of small glass panes flanking a doorway.

SIDING - Exterior wall covering.

SILL - The bottom-most horizontal timber of a wall or the exterior horizontal member on which a
window frame rests.

SPANDREL - The space between any arch or curved brace and the beams etc., over the same.

STEAMBOAT GOTHIC -Aterm applied to Victorian cothic houses with verticat batten siding.

STRETCHER - A brick laid lengthwise in a wall.

STRINGER - The exposed, inclined member of a stair into which the steps are worked. lt may
be open or enclosed. The stringer is often highly ornamented, especially when of the open
type.

STUCCO - A gypsum-based plaster.

STUDS - Vertical supporting members in a frame wall.

TENON - The end of a rail or beam cut to form a projection that fits into a corresponding hole,
or mortise, in another piece.

TERRA COTTA - kiln-dried red earthen clay.

TIE BEAM - A beam extending between a pair of roof rafters to prevent them from bending
inward or spreading at the feet. Also called a wind beam.

TONGUE & GROOVE -A joinery system.

TRACERY - Ornamental division and filling in windows, panels, etc.

TRIGLYPH - The vertically channeled tablets of the Doric frieze.

TREAD - The horizontal part of a step or stair

TUDOR- I DE NTIFYI NG FEATU RES
Steeply pitched roof, usually side-gabled (less commonly hipped or front-gabled); facade domi-
nated by one or more prominent cross gabtes, usuatly steeply pitched; decorative (i.e., not
structurat) hatf-timbering present on about hatf of examples; tall, narrow windows, usually in
muttipte groups and with multi-pane glazing; massive chimneys, commonty crowned by deco-
rative chimney pots.

WATER TABLE - A brick or stone setback on an exterior wa[[, usually at the foundation tevet.

WAINSCOT - Wood paneting apptied to an interior walt.
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The cycle for the FFY 2005 certified Local Govemment grants is now beginning. As in the past, it
starts with the enclosed, Notice oflntent to Apply Qtrol form. I want to remind all ofyou that the
purpose ofthe notice of intent is for you to let ow office know about all the ideas you have for grant
projects. This is the time to propose any ofthe things you are considering for grant pmjects, so we can
discuss the shength and viability of each ofthe various project proposals. Submit as many NoI forms
as you wish. Please consult your historic preservation commission, mayor, board ofaldermen, and
local historic preservation groups for project suggestions, and please contact consultants, contractors
or other professionals as appropriate to get ideas on the cost ofprojects, so your estimated budgets
will be realistic.

Since the gant pmgram is becoming increasingly competitive, the amount of the local overmatch will
play a larger role in the awarding ofthe grants. When applying for a grant, we recommend that you
either reduce the amount ofthe grant asked for or increase the amount ofthe local match to provide a"cushion" of 10-25%. This will enable us to more readily allocate any unexpended funds left at the
end ofthe fiscal year by providing additional funding to those projects that have enough overmatch in
the project budget.

The following is the tirne-table for the FFY 2006 CLG Grant Cycle:

MEMORANDUM

TO: Certified Local Govemment Coordinators

FROM: Todd Sanders, Local Govemment Assistance Coordinator

RE: Notice of Intent to Apply for FFy 2006 CLG grants

DATE: December 28. 2005

January 30, 2006 Notice of Intent to Apply for FFY 2005 CLG grant due by mail,
fax or e-mail

week of February 2Q 2006 
#ffiiffii:"ffifi.jil.Ji?H"H#? 

appricants arong wfth
FFY 2006 CLG grant applications due by mail, fax or e-mail
MDAH Board of Trustees selects projects to be fimded
Applicants are notified ofprojects selected; MOAs are sent to
CLG coordinators for signature by mayor via US mail

June 2006 MOAs signed and i€tumed to the Local Govemment Assistance
Coordinator with the State Historic preservation Office via US mail

By end of December, 2006 Contracts signed betrveen local govemment and project

August 3,2007

consultants and copy sent to State Historic Preservation Of{ice
Of the contract, if one is requireil, is not signed by February 2,
2007, the pmject runs the risk of being terminated)

FINAL PROJECT DEADLINE

The actual cLG grant applications will be sent to you along with any comments about the Notice of
Intent via fax or e-mail (whichever format you received this notice). please call me if you have
questions or comments conceming schedules, deadlines, or potential projects. I look forward to
hearing from you all.

March 27. 2006
April20 or 27,2006
May 2005



CERTIF'ED LOCAL GOVERI\TMENT GRANT
Fr"Y 2006

NOTICE OF'INTENT TO APPLY

1. Certified Local Govemment

2. Project Coordinator @referably cunent CLG coordinator; ifthere is cunently not a
designated CLG coordinator, contact me and we will designate one)

Name
Title
Address
Email
Telephone
Fax number

3. Tlpe ofProject
( ) Construction(restoration,stabilization)
( ) Survey and./or National Register
( ) O&er

4- Projectdescription:

5. Estimated total cost
Federal funds requested
*Local funds

cash
in-kind
amount of overmatch

+At least 50oi of the total project cost must be paid by the applicant. It is recommended
that project budgets include a I0 to 25 94 overmatch.

6. Source oflocal fuods
cash
in-kind



The applicant recognizes that special consideration will be given to those grant projects that
provide an overmatch of 10-25o/o of the requested grant amount.

The applicant recognizes that this grant is administetd as a reimlurcement grant which shall not
exceed 50o% ofthe expended total cost of the project.

The applicant understands that the applicant is responsible for paying the total cost of the project
from local sources, and then reimbursement can be made for up to 50o% of that amount.

The applicant further understands that reimbursement will not be issued until all close-out material
has been received by MDAH.

Signatur€ of Chief Elected Ofiicial

SignatureofAuthorizedProjectcoordinator Date

Your sipature indicates that you have read the accompanying informational materials, that all
information given in the application is accurate to the best ofyour knowledge, and that you will
comply with all applicable federal and state regulations should funding be awarded and accepted.

DEADLIIYE FOR RECEIPT OF ALL F'ISCAL YEAR 2006 CERTIFIED LOCAL
GOVERNMENT NOTICE OT'INTENT TO APPLYX'ORMS IS MONDAY.JANUARY30.
2006 AT 5:00 P.M.

Mail, e-mail or fax completed applications to:

Todd Sanders
Local Govemment Assistance Coordinator
Mississippi Department of Archives and History
Post Office Box 571
Jackson, Mssissippi 39205

Phone 601-576-6940
Fax 601-576-6955
E-mail tsanders@mdah.state.ms.us

Date



Subj:
Date:
From:
To:

Page 1 of4

FFY 2006 CLG NOI
1212812005 1 1:39:39 AM Central Standard Time
tsa nders(Omdah.state. ms, us
DASalpha@aQl-c!m, harbal@nelloor.con'!, plannet@dalaCync.qe!0, CRA@netdgAl.cqm,
nlsatdy@tslxrae_d.s-csm, jdea!@!Leanlandmart,c,.gtn, pautaw@vicKSlqS.aq, bslabesb@hab.arg,
a]]dbulleld@dxie-nelqsn[, Reg45r@letscape.net, landerson@qity,iasksa!.!!E us,
hqbe€loythe@hqtma!!.sSm, dlewiq@tearnfo.qom, aSrnQScc@leC!do-9S!0, rt{Scqn@Lelepa&.net,
Kg€yrneur4@esLg9lq, b.goff@ea{hlink.net, elizCbelh$@lqerqCpCd.SA!0, etbotete(@.trfqidee.calo.
bqoff@hernandqry1s.91g, qlewis@!:ric. kmanlaw.com, ursic@ebicon1.!1e1,

aSn!0enESoluEUA@aALqa!0, ryrkuhlt@iam.rr.com,
_A-aL1NSPEAr@E€ATE. N ET, v!,q$foq&latian@eeLsa!o, jeloitlej4g@Jaleqlqm,
qlhp[qnning@bel]9q!rth.nc!, cra@c-qftgq4nispissjpprssm, Ficliddys@aoLaa!0,
!1a.y,o!@Iay!0o!dmslgm, gracehaldware@bellqqu_th. net, rushinq65,03@bc119auh.!qt,
james@eslu!0b!!S:ns.o!9, Bry]lrqrgSn@aa!-aon, namsa@dixjq.net.com, mainstl @dixiqnetqam,
lojele!@bqtielntp-th9lse sar!, wqarhrylgh120,01@yahaq@!n, skqeahle@na&qb_urgms.csm,
mayor@citvqlk)sqiuSXa.Sq!0, hqgkerew(2bell9oulh. net, farrahco)r@frsddqalkey.cpn,
ianettOO.lqnnS6punL*m, greenwoqdtnallqlr1@lqll€o..ulh.net, flotarson@-bellsauh.net,
Eely@haltleEbqtSrnt.cam, waynern@!ekq!-qrS.qS, iswaqqar@d-qtAsy!e.cam,
hobqtlg@hellnaiLeg!11, iosiah@paqelq.qam, whitehouse@mindspriQg.com, lissacl@qablegne-net,
ailyefpartsibgg!@yal99€a!0, aqtax@bellsou,!h.net, scheek@rg_Qal,eXegtne!rysrkgalqliaos.com,
qh_o-Ssae@!c!€s!th, n-_el, elkil@bellgaqlh.net, hcpoy-at@be south.ne-t,
PAtd€rqe!@tellai!1duEtdes.sam, lyn!@viqta-expless.sqm, Eludaltcaither@meridiarlms.olg,
Fheley@delabueq!qsuclo.erg, van@icdscs-qrS, br.ayloeru@bilo.-Xi. ms.us,
sElasttan@arI]ary..k12.!0€.!c, terric@lellsvillen ts-c9!0, jelnelsn @natcbez.nct,
candaee!0sIay@bellsAulh=le1, maryakuhn@betlsqqlh.nct, qahsslerp@beltsouth. net,
marcAls@dlxlqnCtls!0, robertbluee@123!0ejL0_et, pa]r1l@aaL@m,
ea[olltonwaterd@bellqq]!l!h.sa!o, halybsa@lelsquth..net, abduckett@gableqe.ne!,
!0ary.b@leainfo.qalll, edp@duelqaadnet, tjates@09com!:n0E gay, @leree1166@hotnajL-carr!qfXi-o.! n gtane@be!.s9!{h.!ct

Finally, at long last, the grant round for FFY 2006 begins!

MEMORANDUM

TO: Certified Local Govemment Coordinators

FROM: Todd Sanders, Local Govemment Assistance Coordinator

RE: Notice of Intent to Apply for FFY 2006 CLG grants

DATE: December 28,2005

The cycle for the FFY 2005 Certified Local Govemment grants is now
beginning. As in the past, it starts with the enclosed /Notice of Intenr
to Apply (NOl)/ iorm. I want to remind all of you that the purpose of
the notice of intent is for you to let our office know about all the
ideas you have for grant projects. This is the time to propose any of
the things you are considering br grant projects, so we can discuss the
strength and viabili$ of each of the various project proposals. Submit
as many NOI forms as you wish. Please consult your historic preservation
commission, mayor, board of aldermen, and local historic preservation
groups ficr project suggestlons, and please contact consultants,
contractors or other professionals as appropriate to get ideas on the
cost of projects, so your estimated budgets will be realistic.

Since the grant program is becoming increasingly competitive, the amount
of the local overmatch will play a larger role in the awarding of the
grants. When applying for a grant, we recommend that you either reduce
the amount of the grant asked for or increase the amount of the local
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match to provide a "cushion" of 10-25%. This will enable us to more
readily allocate any unexpended funds left at the end ofthe fiscalyear
by providing additional funding to those projects that have enough
overmatch in the project budget.

The following is the iime-table forthe FFY 2006 CLG Grant Cycle:

*January 30, 2006" Notice of Intent to Apply for FFY 2005 CLG grant due
by mail,

fax or e-mail

*Week of *February 20, 2006" Comments on proposed projects returned to
applicants along with official application packets by fax or e-mail

*March 27 ,2006- FFY 2006 CLG grant applications due by mail, fax or e-mail
*Ap 20 or 27 ,2006- MDAH Board of Trustees selects projects to be funded

-May 2005 "Applicants are notified of projects selected; MOAS are sent to

CLG coordinators fior signature by mayor via US mail

*June 2006* MOAS signed and returned to the Local Government Assistance
Coordinator with the State Historic Preservation Office via US mail

tBy end of December, 2006 *Contracts signed between local govemment and
project

consultants and copy sent to State Historic Preseruation Offce

(lfthe contract, if one is required, is not signed by February 2, 2007,
the project runs the risk of being terminated)

*August 3, 2007- -FINAL PROJECT DEADLINE.

The actual CLG grant applacetions will be sent to you along with any
comments about the Notice of Intent via fax or e-mail (whichever fiormat
you received this notice). Please call me if you have questions or
comments conceming schedules, deadlines, or potential projects. I look
fuMard to hearing from you all.

".*,',,.O LOCAL GOVERNMENI GRANT'

"FFY 2006"

-NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPLY"

1. Certified Local Government

2- Project Coordinator (Preferably current CLG coordinator; if there is
cunently not a

designated CLG coordinatot, contact me and we will designate one)

Name
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Address

Email

Telephone

Fax number

3. Type of Project

( ) construction (restoration, stabilization)

( ) Survey and/or National Register

( ) Other

4. Project description:

5. Estimated total cost

Federal funds requested

"Local funds

casn

amount of overmatch

/.At least 50% of the total project cost must be paid by the applicant.
It is recommended that projeci budgets include a 10 tb 25 o/o overmatch./

6. Source of local funds

casn

in-kind

The applicant recognizes that special consideration will be given to
those grant projects that provide an overmatch of 10-2S% of the
requested grant amount.

The applicant reoognizes that this grant is administered as a*Lreimbursemenl/* grant which shall not exceed SO% of the exDended
total cost of the projec't.

The applicant understands that the applicant is responsible for payrng
the total cost of the project from local sources, and then reimbursement
can be made fior up to 50% of that amount.
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The appli6ant further understands that reimbursement will not be issued
until all close-out material has been received bv MDAH.

Signature of Chief Elected Official Date

Signature of Authorized Project Coordinator Date

Your signature indicates that you have read the ac@mpanying
informational materials, that all information given in the application
is accurate to the best of your knowledge, and that you will comply with
all applicable federal and state regulations should funding be awarded
and accepted.

-DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF ALL FISCAL YEAR 2006 CERTIFIED LOCAL GOVERNMENT
NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPLY FORMS IS *MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 2006* AT*5:00 P.M-**

Mail, e-rnail or iax completed applications to:

Todd Sanders

Local Govemment Assistance Coordinator

Mississippi Department of Archives and History

Post Oftice Box 571

Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Phone 601-5766940

Fax 601-5766955

E-mail tsanders@mdah.stiate. ms. us
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